VACUFLO® CENTRAL VACUUM SYSTEMS:

the answer for clean indoor air
Creating a healthy home environment for your family is important. According to the
U.S. EPA, indoor air pollution is America’s most serious environmental health problem. The American College of Allergists also reports that 50% of all illnesses are
caused by, or aggravated by, polluted indoor air. No wonder indoor air quality is one
of the top priorities for today’s homeowners!
VACUFLO Central Vacuum Systems can help improve indoor air quality by capturing
100% of all vacuumed dirt, dust and allergens with no recirculation of particles back
into the living area.

Leading organizations are talking about the health benefits of central
vacuums like VACUFLO:

“Using central vacuum systems that are vented to the
outdoors can significantly reduce dust mites, pollens,
animal dander and other allergy causing agents.”
–US EPA

“Allergy sufferers’ symptoms can be improved up
to 61% when using a central vacuum system.”
–University of California Davis School of Medicine

“Central vacuum systems are among the best indoor
air quality investments for your home.”
–BUILDER Magazine

“The healthiest type of vacuum to operate is a
central vacuum that is vented outdoors.”
–The Healthy Home Institute

Dirt makes a clean exit
VACUFLO features Cyclonic
Filtration Technology® (CFT™),
a unique filtration method that
ensures maximum vacuum
power every time. With CFT
dirt, dust and allergens make
a clean exit from your home.

the green choice

VACUFLO®:

Today’s environmentally conscious homeowners are
demanding and getting improved energy efficiency, better
indoor air quality and smarter use of building materials. These
“green” building initiatives not only protect the environment,
but also improve comfort and boost home value.
Organizations like Earth Advantage®, Environments for Living®‚
and the US Green Building Council with its LEED®‚ (Leadership
in Energy and Environmental Design) Rating System are
providing standards and certification to ensure that best
practices are followed across the country.
Central Vacuum Systems have a unique role to play in “green”
homes. By removing 100% of vacuumed dirt and dust, they
ensure healthy indoor air and reduce the discomfort of allergy
sufferers by more than 60%. VACUFLO Systems also offer
these benefits:
All you discard is the dust
Unlike uprights, which are often discarded after only a few
years, VACUFLO Central Vacuum Systems keep up worry-free
cleaning for decades. A Limited Lifetime Warranty ensures it.
No additional electricity
VACUFLO offers turbine-powered powerheads. Turbines
run off the airflow of your central vacuum system so they
require no additional electricity to operate.
Say NO to noise pollution
VACUFLO features sound-dampening designs that keep
homes peacefully quiet.There’s never been a quieter, more
powerful combination than VACUFLO Central Vacuum
Systems and Turbine Powerheads.
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